Amount and composition of ground vegetation affect animal distribution and abundance by influencing habitat selection and providing critical resources for survival and reproduction. Researchers often employ visual methods to estimate ground cover, but these approaches are prone to unknown levels of observer bias. Therefore, we evaluated a rapid assessment method using digital photographs of vegetation in conjunction with a grassland bird study to objectively quantify percent ground cover of grasses, forbs, shrubs, litter, and bare ground within 2-m2 plots. We used the object-based image analysis approach in eCognition© to segment photographs into different vegetation classes based on similarities among neighboring pixels to estimate percent ground cover of each category. We used the Kappa Index of Agreement (KIA) to quantify percent of correctly classified, randomly selected, segments from all images. Our KIA values indicated strong agreement (>80%) of all vegetation categories (shrub, litter, forbs, and grass). We also created artificial plots with known percentages of each vegetation category to evaluate accuracy of software predictions. Observed differences between true cover and eCognition© estimates for each category ranged from 1 to 4%. This technique provided a quick, repeatable, and reliable way to estimate percent ground cover that allowed quantification of classification accuracy.
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